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State representative's proposed
transgender ID law sparks outrage
New law would prevent transgender individuals from changing gender markers on licenses
By Chelsea Lane
GVL News Editor
Courtesy Photo / Daylife

Indonesian men perform a morning
prayer at the start of Eid al-Fitr.

Week inspires
interreligious
tolerance at
university
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor

The year 2010 marks the
beginning of a new era of
intelligence for Grand Valley
State University’s Muslim Student
Association. This year will see
the first-ever Islamic Awareness
Week, sponsored by the Muslim
Students Association, Office of
Multicultural Affairs and the
Women’s Center.
Biliquis Alsoofy, vice president
of the MSA, admitted it was a lot
of work to pull together Islamic
Awareness Week, but said she
is happy with the outlook of the
week’s events, which will start on
Monday with Islam I0l - a lecture
with Sebastian
Maisel, which
“It is about
will introduce
students
to
creating a
Islam.
space for
On Tuesday,
American
the group will
have a GVSU
Muslim
Muslim student
women to
panelgiveevent
share their
participants
a
first-hand
voices.”
insight to life
KAIFA
as a Muslim
student
at
ALSOOFY
GVSU STUDENT
GVSU.
Sarah Ullah
will
perform
short skits on Wednesday and talk
moreabout herHijabi Monologues.
Kaifa Alsoofy, president of MSA,
said her monologue will be about
creating “space,” as she puts it,
for the American Muslim woman.
“It is about creating a space for
American Muslim women to share
their voices,” Kaifa Alsoofy said.
“A space to breathe as they are, a
space that does not claim to tell
every story and speak for every
voice.”
On Thursday the group will
bring in Amjad Quadri, the vice
president of New Markets and
Business Development at the
University of Islamic Financial
Corporation in Ann Arbor, to
speak about the differences in
Islamic finance.
The week will end on Friday with

See Islamic, A2
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Antidiscrimination laws in
most U.S. states, including
Michigan, do not protect LGBT
people
from
discrimination
based on gender identity, sexual
preference or gender expression.
Michigan Representative and
candidate for Secretary of State
Paul Scott, R-Grand Blanc,
recently provoked controversy
when he issued an official
announcement letter in January
listing his top political priorities,
one of which involved changing
gender identification on drivers’
licenses.
“I will make it a priority to
ensure transgender individuals
will not be allowed to change the
sex on their driver’s license in
any circumstance,” Scott said in
the letter.
Scott, who runs on
a
conservative platform, said the
law change is a “social value”
issue and would prevent men
dressed as women from entering
gender-specific facilities such as
restrooms and changing rooms.
The statement drew widespread
outrage from Michigan's LGBT
community and LGBT rights
supporters.
“What
an
incredible,

Courtesy Photo / GOP House

Representative Paul Scott (right) proposed a law to prevent transgender individuals from having their gender changed on
their driver's licenses. Present law allows the change when a court order or doctor's statement is provided.

outrageous statement for him
to make; what an insensitive
statement for him to make,”
said Jay Kaplan, an ACLU of
Michigan LGBT Project attorney.
“I doubt he even understands the
issue ... I think that people don’t
really have an understanding
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of how this is not a choice. It’s
not a situation where a man just
decided to put on a dress one day
or do it for the attention.”
Grand Valley State University
student
Jena
Lewis,
who
underwent a sex change more
than five years ago and whose
driver’s license identifies her as
female, said Scott’s proposed law
change is “ridiculous” and based
on misinformation.
“The idea of ‘men in dresses’
hanging out in bathrooms is
a myth,” Lewis said. “Trans
people come in a huge range of
people. The idea of someone
going to therapy for one to
five years, going on hormone
replacement therapy, spending
the cash equivalent of a small
house or very nice sports car for
surgery — just so that we can
prey on the unsuspecting, weak
woman or child in the bathroom
is crazy. Trans-people are just

Present law allows transgender individuals to change the gender on licenses.

like everyone else; we want the
same things others want.”
Under present law, individuals
who want to officially change
their gender markers must
present a court order or
doctor’s statement certifying
the individual completed sexual
reassignment surgery. There are
no laws that prevent trans-men or
trans-women from using public
restrooms of their choice.
Kaplan believes the motivation
behind Scott’s announcement was
“purely politics” and an attempt to
gain increased public awareness
for his political campaign.
“He wants to get himself some
attention,” Kaplan said. "He’s
running for Secretary of State,
and obviously this is a very
provocative statement to make,
albeit a very reckless one.”
Kaplan added Scott should
focus on more pressing political

See Transgender, A2

New office grants GV students Ivy League opportunities
Office of Fellowship helps students to become stronger applicants for ‘prestigious scholarships’
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer

Imagine receiving a fellowship
opportunity for which only Ivy League
students would dare to compete.
The Grand Valley State University
new Office of Fellowships will
provide students with such a chance
through newly expanded scholarship
opportunities.
The office was created as a way
to help students achieve nationallyrecognized awards such as the Rhodes
Scholarship Trust, which used to only
be available to Ivy league students.
Students can make an appointment
with the Office of Fellowship to receive
help with completing applications and
writing personal statements.
“We are here to help students
discover their talents and passions
and strengths, and then try to give
them insight on new opportunities
they haven’t heard of,” said Amanda
Cuevas, director for the Office of
Fellowships. “Or we prepare them
to become stronger applicants for
prestigious scholarships.”
Departmentsandprogramsassisting
students in earning fellowships have
become more popular among top
public universities.
The office provides postings of
different scholarships not listed in
the Office of Financial Aid. Some
fellowship
applications
require
students go through a specific pnvess

that includes obtaining letters of
support.
“Students who apply for these
awards are pretty strong academically,”
Cuevas said. “They are leaders who
have service and advocacy experience
so we try to highlight their strengths
and challenge them to compete at a
national stage.”
She added preparation for these
scholarships \vill also help students
applying for graduate school.
“Applying for fellowships doesn't
just happen overnight,” Cuevas said.
“It is an extensive process and we
want to help students achieve their
goals.”
The idea for creating the Office
of Fellowships has been a work in
progress since 2(X)8.
Former GVSU President Mark
Murray, Provost Gayle Davis and
Jeff Chamberlain, director of the
Honors College, collaborated on how
to develop the department. GVSU
President Thomas J. Haas approved
the decision using additonal funds
from the Frederik Meijer Foundation
awarded to the university to build
the Niemeyer learning and living
complex.
“Having this new Office of
Fellowships gives GVSU students
the opportunity to be recognized as
some of the best and brightest in the
country,” Haas said. “This allows
students to challenge themselves and
gives them a chance to take their

education further.”
A number of programs will be
offered to all students who wish to
take initiative in gaining fellowship
opportunities. After spring break,
the Office of Fellowship plans on
hosting a “personal statement writing"
workshop to better prepare students.
“This is a real continuation of the
maturity of GVSU in many respects,”

Haas said. “It shows we are climbing
the ladder on academic rigor and are
able to compete on a higher level.”
The Office of Fellowships is
located in the Glenn A. Niemeyer
learning and Living Center. The
scholarships are not only for Honors
College students but open to the whole
student body, including alumni.
nkharmai @ lanthorn rom

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

Amanda Cuevas works for the Fellowship Office in the Niemeyer building.
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Islamic

and that’s geared toward a
different aspect of finance and
how it differs from regular
finance. Then we have a night
of hilarious entertainment for
those that had a long week and
just want to attend something
funny and relaxing. “
Islamic Awareness Week
is derived from the Islamic
society of Britain that started
in 1994 to raise awareness
about Britain's second largest
faith: Islam. Fifteen years later,
they are still active in Britain
and elsewhere with other MSA
groups.
“Grand Rapids has a
diverse Muslim population that
I personally didn’t know about
until recently,” Biliquis Alsoofy
said. “Including having three
different mosques.”
Because of the diversity in
Grand Rapids and at GVSU,
Biliquis Alsoofy said she
thought it was perfect timing
to start an Islamic Awareness
Week on campus to “show
that there is more to Islam and
Muslims than what is portrayed
on the media.”

continued from page A1

the
“Muslim
Funnymentalisits," one of
the fastest-growing Muslim
comedian groups, according to
the MSA members.
Biliquis
Alsoofy
said
she thinks the week has a
variety that students will find
refreshing.
“The events throughout the
week are very different from
one another, but all are aiming
toward showing that Islam is a
way of life and a very diverse
way of life,” she said. "We have
the basic introductions for those
that want to know the basics.
We have the student panel to
give perspective of how it is
to be a Muslim student. We
have the Hijabi Monologues
and the founder will be there
to perform different skits and
have discussion regarding
Muslim women and how
they lead their daily lives,
especially those that choose to
wear the Hijabi (head scarf).
We have the Islamic finance

She added she thinks it is
important for students to attend
the event and step outside their
comfort zones, whatever that
means to the individual.
“I think all oiganizations
have the same goal and
mission and that is to educate
and show others what they are
all about,” she said. “It’s up
to others to explore and learn
more about things that are not
what they are used to. And in
doing so, it’s never a losing
case — someone, somehow
will walk out of an event
knowing something they didn’t
know about before. That’s how
understanding, acceptance and
greater communication could
be made and we can focuses
on our similarities rather than
our differences.”
MSA advisor and kickoff'
speaker Maisel encouraged
students to attend to promote
interreligious tolerance.
"The door to interreligious
dialog is wide open and
hopefully many will attend
and participate,” he said.
assistantnews@ lanthorn rom
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Transgender
continued from page A1

topics than changing gender
identification laws.
“I think that it has been
much ado about nothing,” he
said. “I highly doubt that with
Michigan’s highly depressed
economy that this is an
important political priority. But
my hope is that Representative
Scott will educate himself on
this issue and what it means to
be transgendered.”
Lewis said she has written
e-mails to Scott asking why he
would make gender ID markers
a political issue but has not
received a response.
“I can speculate however
that Mr. Scott wants to build his
campaign on divisiveness by
drumming up fear of people he
personally couldn’t pick out of
a room,” she said. “Historically
those that have less to offer try
to divide others with fear and
misunderstanding. 1 do not
know if this is the case with
Mr. Scott or not, but it has been
a tactic of controlling others in
the past.”
Some Michigan "traditional
family values” organizations
have voiced support for Scott’s
announcement. Gary Glenn,
president of the Midlandbased
American
Family
Association of Michigan,
said the issue is important to
his association, which helped
place the Marriage Protection
Amendment on Michigan’s
2004 state ballot.
“(The American Family
Association of Michigan)
works to truthfully warn the
public and particularly young
people about the severe threat
homosexual behavior poses
to both personal and public
health,” Glenn said in a press
release.

Glenn has also publicly the ACLU and Transgender
echoed Scott’s sentiments that Michigan successfully lobbied
the law will keep men from current Secretary of State Terri
Lynn Land to honor requests
entering women-only areas.
However, Lewis argued for gender changes on state IDs
most transgendered people and licenses. The new policy
“have the desire to live under lasted 22 days before Land
the radar" and do not aim to altered it to the existing law.
A
complete
sexual
attract public attention.
“I ask you this: When was the reassignment typically costs
last time that you were carded tens of thousands of dollars
to go into the bathrixiin?” and requires multiple surgical
procedures.
Lewis
said.
As a result,
“When was the
“Currently
Kaplan
said
trans-men who
last time you were
there
are
many
have not had
carded to go into
individuals who
surgery
go
identify
with
into the men’s
the bathroom?”
another gender
rooms
all
but
cannot
over this state
undergo
the
without
Mr.
JENA LEWIS
surgery or obtain
Scott or anyone
GVSU STUDENT
the subsequent
else being the
changes
wiser.
This
in
gender
change in the
law will not stop that. Similarly, identification on licenses and
trans-women use women’s other documents. He added
rooms and no one is the wiser. while he believes Scott has
This argument is ridiculous and a right to voice his opinions,
in all honesty, as a feminist, I gender identity is a scientific
and medical issue not a valuefind it revolting.”
The issue of gender based or religious one.
news @ lanthorn £om
identification previously caused
a political stir in 2005, when

Courtesy Photo / The Grand Rapids Press

GVSU student Jena Lewis underwent a sex change five years ago.
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Corrccfunts
In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn a
quote in the Act of Racism article was
attributed incorrectly. 'See it react to it
light it up and change it* was said by
Chloe Skidmore There were also errors
made in the times reported for the
track team's past meet at the University
of Findlay Correct times can be found
in the online version of the article
tide
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NEWS

Chelsea Lane, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com

HGVL DIGEST
News in Brief
Friday's @ Fuel advising

Friday at 11 a jti., as a
part a Winter 2010 Advising
Blitz, the College of Health
Professions and Student
Services Office will host
Fnday’s @ Fuel. It is an onthe-spot advising opportunity
for any students who have
quick questions about the
College of Health Profes
sions majors and/or graduate
programs. No appointment is
needed. The event is located
in the lower commons in the
Fuel cafeteria.

New strategic plan preps for
GV's growth, change post-2010
GVSU administration endorses plan designed to focus purpose, direction of university s resources
By Molly Waite
GVL Staff Writer

Learning Styles and Study
Strategies workshop

Today from 5:30 pan. to
6:30 pan., Kirkhof Cen
ter’s room 1104 will host
learning Styles and Study
Strategies Workshop as a part
of the Winter 2010 Strate
gies for Success Workshop
Series. The aim of the
event is to understand how
one’s own way of taking in
information and leaning can
be the key to making the best
use of time and energy. The
event focuses on learning
strategies that can make for
more effective, efficient and
satisfied learning. For ques
tions, contact Early Alert at
earlyalert@gvsu.edu.
Free Yoga & Meditation
registration open

The yoga and meditation
clinic will work to expand
the participant’s self-aware
ness through meditation and
yoga and gaining a better
understanding of dealing
with internal and external
stressors. Participants will
learn healthy ways to redirect
anger and frustration through
the use of breathing exercis
es. The workshop will take
place on Monday from 7:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in Kirkhof
room 2263. Call to reserve a
s|x>t at (616) 331-3659.
Women's Center hosts
Wellness Retreat

On Feb. 20 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m., the Women’s
Center will host a Wellness
Retreat at the Fieldhouse
& Recreation Center in
Allendale. The event is
open to everyone and of
fers flexibility and freedom
to choose what workshops
the participant wants to go
to and when. The registra
tion fee is $5 in advance,
$7 on site and includes
workshops, demos and
snacks.
Registration and a full
list of the week’s events
can be found at the Wom
en’s Center in Kirkhof and
on their Web site at www.
gvsu ,edu/women_cen.
Professionals of Color
lecture rescheduled

Phoebe Eng’s lecture
originally scheduled for
Wednesday has been moved
to Feb. 25 due to weather
conditions. Her presentation,
“Walking the talk of diver
sity,” will focus on enhanc
ing communication between
different cultures. The event
will begin at 3 p.m. in the
Loosemoore Auditorium in
the DeVos Center.
Visit http://www.gvsu.edu/
oma for more information.
Motivate Michigan
accepting applications

Motivate Michigan is a
student competition open
to any high school senior or
person enrolled in a Michi
gan college or university.
Respondents must be a resi
dent of the state and at least
18 years old. Students are
asked to submit an idea on
how to improve Michigan’s
economy in 500 words or
less. There is no cost to ap
ply, and applications should
be turned in by Mareh 12 at
http://www.Moti vateMichigan.org.
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President Thomas J. Haas supports the latest GVSU strategic plan.

Summit provides
students chance to
refine leadership skills
By Nadira Kharmai
GVL Staff Writer

More than 3(X) students will
gather in the Kirkhof Center
this Saturday for the 13th
annual leadership Summit.
The full day conference
promises to foster leadership
development in all areas of
campus
life.

Leadership
Summit is
popularly
known for
hosting
renowned
speakers.
Rick

Barnes,

Barnes

author

of “Let Your Leadership
Speak,” will be this year’s
keynote speaker, highlighting
strategies and ideas to expand
leadership skills.
“This is a great opportunity
to get to know other students,
exchange ideas and grow as
a leader,” said Sarah Schultz,
planning board member.
The conference is designed
to
incorporate
student
interaction, critical thinking
and growth. Students who
attend Leadership Summit
can choose from 30 different
presenters to listen and learn
about how to refine their skills.
The presentation workshops
will focus on a variety of
groups such as Greek Life to
Diversity and Culture.
“The
conference
will
focus on increasing civic
engagement among college
students through
helping
them improve their leadership
abilities and increase their
awareness of community and
social issues,” a press release
stated. “All of our presenters
come from well rounded,
professional
backgrounds
and they will be sharing their
expertise with us.”
Past Leadership Summit
events have attracted students
from all backgrounds and from
different geographic regions.
“We market ourselves as
a premier conference of the

Midwest,” Schultz said.
Event organizers expect
students to travel from as far as
Michigan Tech in Houghton,
Mich., to attend the event.
“(Leadership Summit) is a
great way to refine the leader
in you, whether you’re an
experienced leader or are just
beginning to figure out your
leadership skills,” Schultz
said.
The one-day event has
grown increasingly popular
and successful in past years,
which reflects GVSU’s mission
and goal as a university, event
organizers said.
The Leadership Summit
will also include the traditional
case study competition hosted
by the organization, Omicron
Delta Kappa. The competition
will require students to assess
a real-life problem, come up
with a strategy and present
their plan to a panel of ODK
judges.
“The competition gives
students an opportunity to test
their leadership and creativity
skills, as well as challenges
them to work together,” said
Patricia Bohn, marketing and
promotions board member.
Currently, eight teams of
two students are registered
for ODK’s case
study
competition.
The event will also include
a
luncheon
networking
session sponsored by Campus
Dining.
“Making contacts with key
professionals and colleagues
is important with any career
pathway and the luncheon
is a good way for students
to practice meeting new
people and utilizing their new
relationships they make to
better themselves as leaders,”
Bohn said.
A complete schedule is
available online at http://
www.gvsu.edu/leadership.
Registration is still open for
the case study competition.
Registration for leadership
Summit is $15 and will be
available until 8:15 a.m. on
Saturday.
nkharmai@ lanthorn rom

Grand
Valley
State
University is looking forward
to the next five years with its
2010 Strategic Plan.
The plan, which spans a
five-year time frame, was
released in January with the
endorsement of the university
faculty and administrative
governance bodies, as well as
the Board of Trustees.
“A
great
deal
of
collaboration and insight went
into this plan, which will chart
our course for the next five
years,” said President Thomas
J. Haas. “This plan is designed
as a roadmap for improving
every aspect of Grand Valley’s
performance as we continue to
mature as an institution.”
According to a GVSU
press release, the Strategic
Plan is built around seven
values that define GVSU:
effective teaching, liberal
education, scholarship, service,
inclusiveness, community and
sustainability. These values
provide the foundation for the
university’s mission to educate
students and shape their lives,
professions and societies.
Strategic planning began
at GVSU in 2(X)2 with the
formation of a Strategic
Committee,
Planning
comprised of representatives
from across the university,
said Julie Guevara, assistant
vice president for Academic

vision, mission and values in
Affairs.
The strategic planning February 2(X)9, Guevara said.
document is a traditional part The Board also authorized the
of GVSU’s commitment to administration to undertake
providing a liberal education periodic revisions and updates
and meeting the needs of its of the plan to prepare the
students and other constituents. university for growth and
It is intended to engage change beyond 2010.
stakeholders in selecting a
Strategic
planning
is
purpose and direction for the intended to be dynamic
university that will guide the and broadly inclusive of all
use of resources.
stakeholders, Guevara said.
“As
is
If the plan
“This plan is
is a living,
the nature of
changing
strategic plans.
designed as
representation
Grand Valley’s
a roadmap
updated
of
GVSU’s
for improving
intentions,
strategic
the Strategic
planning
every aspect of
Plan
can
document
Grand Valley's
only achieve
is a work in
its
ultimate
progress,”
performance... ’
purpose
if
Guevara
widely read,
“As
said.
THOMAS J. HAAS
understood and
Grand Valley
GVSU PRESIDENT
integrated into
changes,
so
will our planning. The every aspect of the university’s
university community will operations. The plan is available
receive annual reports on the online at http://www.gvsu.edu/
institution’s progress toward strategicplanning.com.
“Grand Valley will continue
these goals and objectives,
as well as information about to focus on the promotion of
future changes and updates to high quality undergraduate and
the document itself. Emerging graduate programs,” said Gayle
trends, changing needs and an R. Davis, provost and vice
overall economic, social and president for Academic Affairs.
political context that is ever- “In addition, our innovative
changing require strategic partnerships and initiatives
plans and strategic planning will continue to promote
processes to be flexible and the intellectual, social and
environmental advancement of
responsive.”
The Board of Trustees our region and our world.”
approved the institutional
mwaite@ lanthorn rom
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The top line shows GVSU’s projected carbon emissions if nothing is done to reduce them. The
bottom lines show the predicted reduction in carbon emissions through the Climate Action Plan.

Sustainability Initiative asks patience
with 27-year carbon neutrality goals
By Molly Waite
GVL Staff Writer

Since the release of Grand
Valley State University’s first
ever Climate Action Plan on
Jan. 15, various parties have
raised questions on the time
table in the plan, which suites
the
uni
versity’s
goal to be
carbonneutral by
the
year
2037.
“Con
sider that
moment 27 years
into the future,” said Dave
Murray of
the Grand
Rapids

Press
in
a January
editorial.
“A
baby
bom today
will have
gradu
ated from B»rt*l«
GVSU and
be five years into the working
world by the time this date
rolls around. That’s a long
term goal.”
Murray voiced concerns
that GVSU’s Climate Ac
tion Plan will result in slow
environmental changes, a
sentiment reflected in several
Grand Rapids blogs.

GVSU Sustainable Com pletely carbon-neutral is 13
munity Development Initia years earlier than the state of
tive staff members, including Michigan’s goal to reduce
executive director Norman emissions to 80 percent by
Christopher and project man 2050.
GVSU’s Climate Action
ager Bart Bartels, stressed the
necessity of patience with Plan was orchestrated to keep
the American College and
achieving carbon neutrality.
“I think it is important to University Presidents Climate
look at what carbon neutral Commitment, an agreement
ity involves,” Bartels said. coordinated by the Asso
“The basic question is, ‘How ciation for the Advancement
long before the university can of Sustainability in Higher
operate without consuming Education and signed by
fossil fuels?’ When looked at President Thomas J. Haas in
in that context, neutrality is a March 2008 to work toward
the achievement of climate
massive undertaking.”
Despite the distant goal neutrality.
“1, too, wish neutral
of carbon neutrality in 2037,
GVSU is ahead of the curve. ity could be achieved more
quickly,”
Of the ap
“I think it is
Bartels said.
proximately
important to look
“However as
4.800 colleg
a parent and a
es and uni
at what carbon
member of the
versities in
neutrality involves
GVSU com
the U.S.,656,
munity, I am
... neutrality
or 14 percent,
proud of the
have signed
is a massive
university’s
the American
undertaking.”
commitment
College and
BART BARTELS
and honored
University
PROJECT MANAGER
to be a part of
Presidents’
it. The GVSU
Climate
Commitment, Bartels said. climate commitment is not
Only 222, less than 5 percent only aggressive, it is pro
of all colleges and universities gressive - meaning that the
nationwide, have submitted a plan will be reviewed every
two years and if sustainable
Climate Action Plan.
Not only is GVSU’s Cli advancements can be made
mate Action Plan one of the and the commitment met ear
three released by Michigan lier, improvements to the plan
universities and colleges, but would be welcomed.”
mwaite @ lanthorn rom
the 2037 deadline to be com
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For those who find themselves relishing or
despairing their lot this Valentine’s Day, it is
important to remember not every moment
lasts a lifetime and some change is positive.
As the famed Hallmark holiday quickly approaches, passengers
of all ages, races, genders and religions wait to take their ride on
the emotional rollercoaster popularly known as Valentine’s Day.
However, similar to any whiplash-inducing ride, the experience
of one passenger can be drastically different than that of his or
her fellow thrill-seekers. To interpret the theme park analogy for
those who don’t quite follow this line of thought, case in point:
everyone experiences Valentine's Day differently.
Even now one can easily identify proponents of Valentine’s
Day from those of Singles Awareness Day by simply observing
the facial expressions worn by members of the campus
community.
As a pair of lovers, connected at the hip and whispering
conspiratorially, make their way through the Kirkhof Center or
the DeVos Building, they will elicit one of three reactions from
those watching their performance.
Those who profess to be “in love” themselves will look on
the passing couple fondly. Their lips are poised in a soft smile
and they give their hip partner a squeeze simply to certify their
significant other has not left his or her post.
Looking past the hipsters, one can usually find the jealous,
anger management patient lurking nearby. A noticeable narrowing
of the eyes and pursing of the lips toward the lovefest will
identify this individual.
Despite all good intentions, it is best to let this individual alone,
at least for the week preceding and following Valentine’s Day.
The third and final observer can be classified as the lost
puppy suffering from a rampant case of poor-me syndrome. This
individual is harder to spot for he or she generally tries to avoid
the torture of having to watch peers' excessive PDA.
The only telltale feature about this individual is the eyes.
Glossy and downcast, the eyes serve as a window to the emotions
churning within this otherwise stoic person.
While each of these types has a number of variations, the core
emotions are constant throughout. The sadness, jealousy, anger,
love, happiness and disappointment felt by individuals across
the globe this holiday season are unique only in their respective
intensities. These emotions are what make us human.
For those stuck alone at the top of the Ferris wheel as well
as those taking the slow boat through the Tunnel of Love this
Valentine’s Day, it is vital to remember each ride will inevitably
come to an end.
Riding partners can change and someone unexpected may hop
into your car at the last minute.
There is no method to the insanity of this emotionally draining
holiday, so sit back and enjoy the ride.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

What is your theory on how Valentine's
Day started?

"1 don't know
really. Was it some
Roman, Cupidrelated thing?"

"I'm pretty sure
Valentine's Day
was just made up
to sell candy and
flowers."

"1 would say,
basically, card
companies
started deciding
that it was time
for another big
market."

"A stalker named
St. Valentine who
decided to send
roses and flowers
to his valentine
and the other
stalkers of his city
thought it would
be really cool to do
the same, so they
dubbed it Save
Stalker Day, aka
Valentine's Day."

"1 have no idea
how Valentine's
Day really started;
1 just think it's
always been here.
There have always
been people who
love each other
— lovers — they
just wanted a day
for it."

Kyle Bibby

Sydney DiCesare

Ryan McMullen

Ashley Gaumer

James Chittisane

Sophomore
Biology
Berkley, Mich.

Sophomore
Business
Ravenna, Mich.

Junior
Business Studies
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Sophomore
Nursing
Holly, Mich.

Sophomore
Engineering
Holland, Mich.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Board's library decision is 'fiscally irresponsible'
This letter is in response
to the recent editorial titled,
“Wait is over," which declared
support for the recent Board of
Trustees approval to construct
the long-time planned Mary
Idema Pew Library.
I am surprised that any
individual could deem the
Board’s decision “admirable.”
The university currently
doesn’t have enough funding
to build the library, estimated
to cost $70 million. Instead, I
would call the Board’s decision
irresponsible. Without the
necessary state appropriations
to build the library, the
university is now forced to
come up with nearly $40
million.
I find it almost laughable to
hear a promise from President
Haas that our tuition will not
increase after the Board’s
fiscally irresponsible decision.
As the state continues to
make budget cuts, it is highly
unlikely that Grand Valley is
going to see any increase in
appropriations from the state
anytime soon. So, from where
is the funding for the new

library going to come?
I also find the Board of
Trustees decision ironic. As
the U.S. economy continues
to experience its greatest
economic downturn since
The Great Depression, I don’t
believe the choice to construct
a new library makes any sense.
We have heard countless
times that the recession can
be attributed to the poor fiscal
behavior of Wall Street and
the federal government. Our
federal deficit continues to
grow each year by trillions of
dollars. Grand Valley cannot
take on the same poor habits
that our state and national
governments currently have.
Finally, I don’t see the
need for a new library at this
time, or for that matter, such
an enormously expensive
and extravagant library. As
described by the Lanthorn,
the Mary Idema Pew Library
is going to be an enormous
step up from the Zumberge
Library. A “genius bar,” poetry
reading area, and an outdoor
terrace, are just some of the
many features the new library

News Editor

will have. Are these the cause
of the library’s excessive price
tag? Or is its five stories and
elaborate facade the reason?
Either way, Grand Valley can
afford waiting to build such an
impressive upgrade.
The new library expected
to be completed in the next
few years is going to be
impressive and I certainly look
forward to seeing all of its $70
million glory! 1 just hope that
the decision my university
has made doesn’t turn into
a serious regret. However, 1
am not holding my breath.
The Grand Valley Board of
Trustees’ irresponsible decision
is the farthest thing from
“admirable.”
Tony Mariuz
GVSU student
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Grandma always tells me

Valley Vote
Should GVSU add a religious studies
major?

Yes:

68.75%

This week's question:
Should the U.S. continue to send

No:

31.25%

x Vote online at

^) Lanthorn.com

aid to Haiti?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
L^nthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Ixinthom.
The Grand Valley I anthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters mast include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
I ;etters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I^nthom will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
a intent, information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

My grandmother always tells
me to be careful. She says it with
a look in her eyes that’s full of a
weird kind of hope. A look I feel
she shouldn't even have to possess.
A Itxik I'm sure has been inside of
her for as long as I 've been inside
my own skin. A look that's different
from the hope she has for my
siblings— because they all identify
as heterosexual.
Her hope is weird because I am.
A gtxxl number of people just like
me though, are still comfortably
closeted, buried under the wardrobe
of the person everyone wants them
to be or already believes they are.
For years at a time or even for the
rest of their lives, they'll stay there,
in fear of revealing their true selves.
Isn't their fear legitimate though?
I believe it is. This fear has existed
since the beginning of time, as
homosexuality in America is largely
frowned upon. As years pass it
becomes less tabtx). but one thing

that has remained constant all the
while is people's hatred.
Since my college career began in
2(X)6, I've attended six candlelight
vigils for individuals (of both
my immediate and distant gay
communities) who were victims of
homicide or had committed suicide.
Unfortunately, the number of
deaths in the LGBTQA community
increases as hate crime rises and
I've read about wrongful deaths
again and again in recent years.
That’s why my grandmother says
“be careful.”
She’s afraid for me.
I’ve been called a cross-dresser, a
confused dyke and even a senseless
idiot while out in public. People
don't hesitate to snicker when they
see me or ask the person next to
them whether I’m a girl or a boy.
Even as I write I tell myself
these are things I'm over because
I believe I've forgiven all those
people who spoke through evil lips
and have ignorant minds. It’s the
people who aren't as strong as I am
that I worry about, for whom I want
to stand up.
No one deserves to be called
out of their name, harassed or
discriminated against because of

their appearance or affectionate
preference. And as I wish for an
immediate change to occur in the
minds of the mean faces, I too.
possess a weird kind of hope: one
that sees a day of pure, ripened,
overabundant equality.
Gay people are the most creative
individuals I know. If anything, we
enhance society by billionths of
percentiles.
We have great hand-eye
coordination and we dress to
impress and express ourselves.
We value activism, museums and
galleries. We travel the world,
become the best musicians and are
all peculiar, in unsuspecting ways.
And if the previous lines meant
nothing at all for the stance that gay
people’s entire existence is off the
Richter scale of greatness, if you
mean to rebut and suggest that those
lines mean gay people are ordinary
... I still win.
Most of the time we hope for the
rain to go away or for our dog to
come hack home or that everything
on our Christmas list is under the
tree. Ttxlay though, just for me, I
hope for the day when we won’t
have to be careful.
^fossett® lanthorn .com

lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Character Close-Up: Biomedical Science Professor Doug Graham

Tales from professor's past trump textbook details
By Garrett Pelican

come back to civilization for
the weekend, shower, re-supply
and go back. Eventually, you’re
“Well, my parole officer said
going to pick up a lot of what’s
it would be a healthy thing for
circulating around. The Den
me to do.”
gue and Malaria were mosquito
Doug Graham’s dead panned borne. The Leishmaniasis was
response to the question, “Why
from a sand fly. The Dysentery
did you sum teaching?” is the was from contaminated water, I
first hint at his infectious sense
think.”
of humor. Stifling a smirk, the
Graham said the tales behind
associate professor of biomedi these diseases do a better job
cal sciences said he constantly of grabbing students’ attentions
resists urges to make such re than his lectures.
marks.
“You can see them lift their
“If you asked my colleagues, heads up from their Facebooks
I’d be universally characterized when 1 launch into one of these
as a smart alec,” Graham, a self- stories about the vomiting, the
described “jokester,” said.
diarrhea, the weight loss and ev
A colleague of his, Aaron erything 1 went through,” Gra
Baxter agreed with that descrip ham said.
tion, adding Graham had a good
A teacher for 15 years, Gra
sense of humor about him.
ham said the stories are also ef
“I like the perspective he fective teaching tools.
puts on things sometimes,” said
“It’s not often that you can
Baxter, an assisUint professor of make a topic come to life,” he
biomedical sciences. "He’ll put said. “You can cover it really
a smile on your face.”
well and do a good job explain
Despite his wisecracking ing, but when you can bring a
reputation .Gra
personal dimen
ham is more
sion to it-‘1 had
“You
can
see
known for his
a temperature
(students) lift their
unusual teach
of 105, 1 was
ing style, one
heads... when I
hallucinating,
that involves a
my bed sheets
launch
into
one
of
healthy dose of
were drenched,
these stories about
storytelling.
I thought I was
“I’m always
the vomiting, the
going to die’
digressing and
diarrhea, the weight - it resonates
telling stories,”
more.”
he said. “It’s
loss and everything
A first-time
deviating from
student of the
I went through. ”
the text, but
professor, Mark
DOUG GRAHAM
they’re always
Edwards
en
GVSU ASSISTANT
relevant
in
rolled in Gra
PROFESSOR
some way.”
ham’s
BMS
Given that
212 this semes
he
teaches
ter not knowing
courses dealing with diseases, what to expect but said he was
one might wonder how Gra pleasantly surprised.
ham’s stories apply to the cur
“You can tell when profes
riculum.
sors are interested and when
The answer is simple: Dur they’re not,” said Edwards, a
ing his years conducting field nursing senior. “He’s definitely
work in the Amazon, Graham enthusiastic about microbiol
had the dubious pleasure of ogy and he knows a lot about it
having contracted many of the because of his personal experi
diseases - malaria, dengue fe ences.”
ver, amoebic dysentery, leish
Baxter agreed with Edwards’
maniasis - about which he now description of his colleague,
teaches his students.
adding Graham's dedication to
“I was basically living in his work is evident in his re
the rainforest Monday through search and other endeavors.
Friday,” Graham said. “I’d
“I just find it refreshing that
GVL Staff Writer

he has been able to create and
teach courses that deal directly
with his scientific expertise,”
Baxter said.
Before teaching at Grand
Valley State University, Gra
ham spent much of his time on
the other end of the equation,
earning his bachelor’s degree
in biology at Denison Univer
sity in 1983 and his master’s in
geography at the University of
Florida in 1986.
Eager for the opportunity
to teach, Graham took a post
at Kent School - a preparatory
school in Connecticut - where
his duties included teaching
Advanced Placement Biology,
coaching soccer and serving as
the dorm master.
“You wear lots of different
hats,” Graham said of his mul
tiple roles at Kent.
Still a student at heart, Gra
ham put teaching on hold to
pursue a doctorate degree in
microbiology at Colorado State
University.
“What really triggered this
was reading Richard Preston’s
New Yorker article ‘Crisis in the
Hot Zone’ about Ebola virus,”
Graham said. “Anytime humans
are reduced to being part of the
food chain, I find that fascinat
ing. I wanted to learn more.”
After earning his doctorate
he returned to Kent, but only
for a year. A desire to teach at a
higher level, propelled him to
ward post-doctoral fellowships
at Notre Dame and the Centers
for Disease Control and Preven
tion, the latter of which Graham
remembers fondly.
“There are just so many
amazing things going on at the
CDC,” he said. “They’ve got
great resources and great peo
ple, too.”
Interesting as they- were, not
all of Graham’s experiences
working at the CDC were pleas
ant ones.
“I was there when that whole
anthrax scare took place right
after 9/11, so all those samples
got sent to us for processing,”
Graham said.
To better themselves, Gra
ham advises students to try their
hands at teaching.
“I always encourage my stu

GVL / Luke Hotwagner

Doug Graham, a GVSU assistant professor of biomedical sciences, uses stories from his own lifethreatening experiences to draw students into the material. Graham is also an avid soccer fan.

dents to take opportunities to
teach,” he said. “There’s several
ways to look at it. One is if you
really want to learn a subject,
teach it, because it forces you to
leam it. And it sounds corny, but
helping to enlighten someone is
a noble calling, even if you only
do it for a year.”
In addition to promoting
teaching opportunities, Graham
said he also suggests interna
tional travel to students, espe
cially to developing countries.
“It’s not something that nec
essarily makes you do well in
a particular course, but it gives
you a greater perspective on
how other cultures face some
of the same challenges we do,”
Graham, an avid traveler, said.
“And also, it opens your eyes to
some of the challenges that oth
er peoples face that we in West
Michigan don’t have to face
at all. Experiencing that, first
hand, definitely broadens you.
and, who knows, it may kindle

a life-long love affair with an
other part of the world.”
Having grown up in a bi
lingual household in Brazil,
Graham is no stranger to dif
ferent cultures. Because of his
upbringing, Graham bears an
appreciation for all facets of
Brazilian culture, specifically
the food, the music, the lan
guage and the people.
Graham describes the Bra
zilian people as having good
senses of humor and the abil
ity to poke fun at themselves, a
trait that might have tubbed oft'
on the professor in his younger
years.
“I savor a good joke,” he ad
mitted. “I don’t take myself seri
ously at all.”
From the Brazilian culture
Graham also derived his love
for the game of soccer, a pas
sion he’s carried since witness
ing Brazil win the World Cup
in 1970 - a result he hopes to
see repeated at the 2010 World

Cup in South Africa, though he
would like to see the U.S. per
form well, too.
“As a 9-year-old kid, the na
tionwide pandemonium I wit
nessed for four straight days (at
the World Cup) is forever etched
in my mind,” he said.
Naturally, Graham played
soccer from a young age through
college. At one point he even
played for a semi-professional
indoor team sponsored by Budweiser.
“There were a lot of perks
to that one,” Graham said, grin
ning.
Beyond soccer, Graham’s
interests outside of teaching
include spending time with his
family and exploring Michi
gan’s coastline and Upper Pen
insula.
“We’ve had some great trips
up north,” he said. “The Cana
dian side of Lake Superior is
stunning.”
ftpelicon @ lanthorn .com

Rodeo Club challenges bulls in 'thrilling' ride
By Brittney Mestdagh
GVL Staff Writer

An indoor dirt arena south
of Grand Rapids holds bull
riding every Monday night
for two Grand Valley State
University
students
and
others willing to take the
reins.
Senior Dan Morse started
the Rodeo Club this past fall
for students who want a little
thrill in their lives. He never
rode a bull before starting
the club but saie he always
wanted to try the sport. Morse
attends every Monday night
with freshman Adam Smith.
“I always told my mom I
wanted to ride a bull,” Smith
said. “After the first time, I
called her and told her I had
a chance to ride one every
week.”
The club had more
members, but some try it once
or twice and leave. Some seek
the one-time thrill or to say
they did it. Morse reasoned
three-fourths quit after the
first time, and another threefourths quit after being

stepped on. However, he said
the odds of being stepped on
are 1-in-20.
With 60 rides under his
belt, Morse has a scar on his
side and on his back as proof
of the experience.
“A lot of people are scared,
and they have a reason to be,”
Smith said. “It is a bull with
horns.”
A bull named Two Face
bucked off Morse and Smith
previously. Smith said he got
a scuffmark on his side. He
wanted a bruise.
“I might as well get
something to show from it,”
he said.
Smith encouraged his
roommate, Eric Turner, to
join. Turner said he tried it
because not many people get
the opportunity. He described
his ride as “brief.”
“I was given instructions,”
Turner said. “But when you
hop on the back of a bull for
the first time,you do not really
remember the instructions
given moments earlier.”
On Monday, Morse and
Smith picked out two bulls

to ride. Morse picked a bull
named Viper. He said the ranch
has bulls with temperaments
for beginners and some for
more experienced riders.
Viper is a strong-willed
bull, who experienced riders
typically ride.
Smith chose General, a
bull no one had ridden before.
He said riders determine the
temperament of a bull by
watching another rider in the
ring.
“Viper fakes to the left and
does a hard spin to the right,”
he said.
Smith rode the full eight
seconds on General, who
came out of the gate and
bucked a few times. Several
spectators termed General a
“rocking horse.”
Smith
said
a
bull
rider’s technique, which if
successful, will lead to an
eight-second ride after which
the rider must either fall or
jump off.
A rider holds the rope with
one hand and sits on it. The
other hand is raised in the air
for balance. If the bull turns.

the rider’s arm turns the
other way. If the bull bucks
up, then the rider leans back.
Riders must keep their legs
tight against the bull with
the spurs in the side and their
upper body loose to sway for
balance.
Morse emphasized the
need for a strong grip. Some
riders use a “suicide wrap,”
which makes it harder for a
rider to lose grip when the
bull bucks. However, if the
rope tangles on the bull, the
rider is dragged.
Anyone can ride a bull
with determination and with
instruction. A 10-year-old
boy rode for 4.11 seconds on
Monday. Several spectators
commented he started when
he was 9.
Silver
Dollar
Ranch
charges riders $15 a ride and
$10 for every subsequent
ride.
The ranch is located at
1156 140th Ave. in Wayland,
Mich. Interested students can
e-mail Morse at morsedan^
mail.gvsu.edu.
hmestda^h @ lanthorn .com

GVL / Erie Coulter

The GVSU Rodeo Club makes weekly bull riding trips to the Silver
Dollar Ranch in Wayland. Mich The cost is $15 for the first ride.
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GVL / Eric Coulter

It is a common sight to see riders thrown from their bucking bulls

GVl / Erk Courier

An experienced rider can remain on the bull for eight seconds

GVL i Erie Coulter

Club members practice to perfect their bull riding technique.
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GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief

Pep band vital in basketball teams' success
Band members use music, cheering to ‘get into other team s heads, ’ support Laker athletes
By Jared Greenleaf

Veach earns conference honors

I For the second time in her
dkreer, sophomore guard Emma
Nfeach of the Grand Valley State
University women’s basketball
team earned conference honors as
GLIAC North Division Player of
the Week. Veach tallied 13 points
airrtl five*assists in last Thursday’s
win over the University of Findlay
before reaching a double-double
(If 17 points, 10 rebounds and four
assists against Hillsdale College
on Saturday. It was her fifth career
double-double as well as the third
this season.
Dodgeball team to compete in
MDC

T The Grand Valley State
University dodgeball team will
head to Michigan State University
to take part in the Michigan
Dodgeball Cup tournament this
Saturday. The Lakers, who at 4-0
a£re the only undefeated team left
io the National College Dodgeball
Association, will compete against
frve other schools for possession
of the cup. Last year the team
sfiut out four straight opponents
ein route to first place. The Lakers
have won the tournament every
>*ear since 2006.

This Weekend in
Sports
Today:
- M./W. Swimming and Diving
at GLIAC Championships (Day
2) , 10:30 a.m.
- W. Basketball at Northern
Michigan University, 5:30 p.m.
- M. Basketball at Northern
Michigan University, 7:30 p.m.

Friday:
- M./W. Swimming and Diving
at GLIAC Championships (Day
3) , 10:30 a.m.
; - M7W. Track and Field vs.
GVSU Big Meet (Day 1), all-day
event
• - M. Hockey vs. University of
Maryland-Baltimore County, 9
pr*m.

Saturday:
: - M./W. Swimming and Diving
at GLIAC Championships (Day
A), 10:30 a.m.
\ - M./W. Track and Field vs.
GVSU Big Meet (Day 2), all-day
event
.
• - W. Basketball at Michigan
Tech University, 1 p.m.
I - M. Basketball at Michigan
Tfcch University, 3 p.m.
I - M. Hockey vs. University of
Maryland-Baltimore, 8 p.m.

innTHORn
now on

Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players
and coaches

Emanuel Johnson, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com

GVL Senior Reporter

So far in the Grand Valley State
University the men’s and women’s
basketball seasons, a lack of
consistency has occurred in terms of
student attendance. Though student
tickets to basketball games are free,
the students have not consistently
made the trip out to home games
and attempted to be the so-called
sixth man.
Fortunately for the teams, One
portion of the fan base has remained
loyal all season long.
Stationed in the south end of the
Fieldhouse Arena about 10 feet away
from the visiting team’s bench lurks
the GVSU Pep Marching Band.
When visitors invade the Fieldhouse
to square off against the Laker teams,
the band’s objective is simple: make
the visiting players and coaches as
uncomfortable as possible.
“We want to get into the
other team’s heads,” said senior
mellophonist Brandon Warzybok.
“We’re 10 feet away from them the
whole time so we got this opportunity
to get under their nails a little bit and
we have a lot of fun with it.”
The band has a variety of ways
in which it accomplishes its task.
When the announcer introduces
the starting lineups, for the visiting
team, the band holds up issues of the
Lanthorn and yells out “Who cares”
after every name.
Other tactics include yelling
“duck” on every dribble and “goose”
on every pass as well as chanting
“airball” whenever an opposing
player touches the basketball after
shooting an airball.
Though antagonizing opposing
coaches and players can be amusing
for the band, Warzybok said .it is
essential not to go to overboard.
“Obviously we don’t want to
break rules of sportsmanship,” he
said. “Outside of the players on the
court, we can’t say bad things to a
fan in the crowd or anything like

that, that’s not going to be OK. If the said. “I could barely hear him and I
coach is talking a lot and thinks he’s was taking the ball out right next to
a big deal, we’re going to bring him him. You could tell he was getting
frustrated because he’s trying to yell
down to earth.”
With the energy and enthusiasm at the ref and the ref can’t hear him
the band brings, fellow members because they were barking so loud.
have recalled outlandish moments It was very funny.”
As for chants and routines during
involving the band and the visitors.
“Whenever a coach is yelling at each game, Warzybok said the more
a ref, we start barking,” said junior * experienced group of members
percussionist Mike Marchetti. "Ope makes such decisions.
“We’ve got a lot of members who
time, we kept barking at a coach and
told him, ‘That's enough, coach.' He have been around four and five years
said, ‘Oh I’m sorry guys, my bad.’ It now,” Warzybok said. “A lot of it is
about somebody coming up with a
was extraordinarily funny.”
Junior guard Justin Ringler of the crazy idea and then we roll with it.
men’s basketball team recalled the If it gets on the other team’s nerves,
we’re going to keep doing it.”
same moment.
Whatever the band chooses to do
“The whole pep band was barking
when the coach was yelling,” he for a given home game, it generally

,

works. The men’s basketball team
has only dropped two home games
this season (one in a three-point loss
to Northern Michigan University),
and the women’s basketball team
has only dropped three.
“You kind of feed off them a little
bit because they’re so upbeat,” he
said. “They’re always into it whether
we’re up five, down by five or down
by 20. Whether the gym is packed
or not, they always bring energy, so
it helps us out. They do an awesome
job with it.”
The band will not get another
opportunity to help the Lakers out
until Feb. 25 when they play host to
Wayne State University.
jt>reenleaf@ lanthorn .corn

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Pep Band

The GVSU Pep Marching Band keeps the energy up during home basketball games. Players, fans and coaches appreciate
their effort as they cheer on the Lakers and heckle the opposing team as well as provide musical entertainment throughout
the game. Students can next see the pep band when the Lakers take on Wayne State University at home on Feb. 25.

Lakers seek vengeance for heartbreaker
losses against Northern, Michigan Tech
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Sports Editor

Outside of winning a league
championship or securing an MVP
award, there may not be a sweeter
sense of satisfaction in the sports
world than avenging a heartbreaking
loss to a bitter rival.
This weekend, the Grand
Valley State University women’s
basketball team will head to the
Upper Peninsula in search of such
satisfaction. The Lakers (16-5,
13-3 GLI AC) will take on Northern
Michigan
University
tonight
before heading to Houghton for a
matchup with No. 4 Michigan Tech
University on Saturday.
The Huskies were the first of
the two to take the Lakers down
for a loss, though it was in no way
an easy task. The Lakers took the
top-ranked conference team into
two overtime periods before falling
75-71.
“I think we had that game in
many aspects,” said GVSU head
coach Janel Burgess. “You’ve got to
take it for what it is and understand
that it’s going to take a great effort
to take them down on their home
court. Heck, we held them to 52
points in the first 40 minutes of
that game - that’s pretty doggone
impressive.”
Two days later, the Wildcats
picked up the pieces of an
emotionally drained basketball
team and dusted them off for a 6654 win.
Though the Lakers lost each
of the two contests, Burgess
maintained there would not be
many changes in the way the team
approaches this weekend’s slate of
games.
“When you look at both of those
games, there were some good things
that we did and there were some bad
things that we did,” she said. “The
No. I thing won’t change - we have
to get stops. In the Northern game,
we had stops, we just didn't secure

the ball. We just have to come back
and play hard.”
In their prior matchup with the
Lakers,Northern Michigan knocked
down nine 3-pointers, three of which
were in the final 10 minutes of the
game during GVSU’s comeback
attempt. Sophomore guard Emma
Veach said the team will be able to
hold Northern Michigan’s 3-point
shooting with focus.
“We knew about their 3-point
shooting last time out against
them,” she said. “It was more about
the mental lapses and execution
that allowed them to take advantage
of us. As long as we execute the
game plan and put pressure on their
shooters, we should be fine. Focus
is key.”
For the Michigan Tech game,
the Lakers will lose the added
advantage of home-court fan
support that helped push them
along during the double-overtime
thriller. Instead, GVSU will have to
find a way to deal with the 1,234
average fan turnout at every Husky
home game.
But sophomore point guard

Jasmine Padin said the crowd would
not take the team’s focus away from
its main objective - to win.
“Honestly, I wouldn’t want to
be any opponent playing against
us right now,” she said. “We’re at a
stage right now where we’re hungry
and want to perform to the best of
our abilities. It’s not just one person
in the locker room - everyone on
this team is eager to get out there
and take care of business.”

This weekend also marks two of
the final four away games remaining
on the Laker schedule.
“Playing on the road is a lovehate relationship,” Padin said. “You
get to travel, see new places, play in
different arenas and facilities. But
if you lose, you have to have that
long bus ride back home. We just
have to make sure we stay on point
so that doesn’t have to happen.”
sports @ tan thorn .corn

GVL I Brian B. Sevald
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Emma Veach fights Findlay's defense.

Kelly Kretz drives into the key during the game against Findlay last week. Tonight
the Lakers face Northern Michigan before playing Michigan Tech on Saturday.
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Wayne State, other GUAC foes loom on horizonMen's, women’s swimming, diving teams bring *high energy’ in hopes of claiming Conference Championship titles
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer

A season’s worth of
preparation and hard work
finally comes to fruition this
weekend for Grand Valley
State University’s men’s
and women’s swimming and
diving teams.
The GL1AC Conference
Championships, which began
Wednesday and will run
through Saturday at Wayne
State University, have been
at the forefront of everyone’s
minds all year.
“Energy has been high
and we’re pretty hyped,”
said senior swimmer Matt
Witkowski prior to the start
of the meet. “We’re resting up
our bodies and rebuilding our
muscles so that by the time
Wednesday hits, we’ll be at
our best. We all know what
we have to do. We’ve done
this before, we just have to
get focused.”
Entering the four-day
event, GVSU was favored
in both divisions. Last year,
the women claimed their
first championship in school
history and now swim with
bull’s-eyes on their suits.
“People are gunning for
us, but Grand Valley has a
good reputation within the
GLI AC,” said junior swimmer
Kim Baughman. “Everyone’s
really pumped up and excited

going into conferences. It’s
going to be close but we’re all
confident and ready to put in
our best.”
The championship meet
two years ago saw the men
claim their second title
in program history, a feat
Witkowski said this year’s
undefeated men’s squad wants
to duplicate after falling to
Wayne State last season.
“It’s always between us
and Wayne,” he said. “Two
years ago, Wayne was the
favorite and we upset them. I
would say pretty confidently
that this is ours to lose and
Grand Valley as a swim team
has never been in this position
before. We’re ready to get that
title back here.”
Leading the Lakers once
again to the head of the class
is third-year head coach Andy
Boyce, who has enjoyed
tremendous success since
taking over the reigns of both
programs in 2(X)8. A former
two-time all-state swimmer
at Grand Rapids Northview
High School and record
setter at Ball State University,
Boyce said he expects the
competition from Ashland
University and rival Wayne
State to be at its usual high
level.
“Wayne State and Ashland
are going to push us to the
limits at conferences, but

we’re really set up well for
what’s to come,” he said.
“The women were able to
come back from the Wayne
State loss (earlier this season)
and have swam well (the rest
of the year).”
With Wayne State as their
only GL1AC loss this season,
the women expect a tough
fight.
“We’ve been looking at
Wayne State’s times from
meets this year, but you really
can’t compare unless you race
head-to-head,” said junior
Ally Nagel. “We’re looking
forward to getting back in the
pool with them.”
Boyce referenced Jan.
22 and 23, when the squads
competed
against
Hope
College one night before
taking on the University
of Indianapolis the follow
afternoon, as good preparation
for the grueling conference
meet.
“The weekend of back-toback meets with Indianapolis
and Hope was a lot like a
conference meet,” he said.
“It’s encouraging to know that
the long distance swimmers
can do well one night and get
right back up and do it again
the next day. We’re ready for
conferences, we’re excited
and we’re looking forward to
see how we do.”
ckalleward@ lanthorn jcom

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

A GVSU swimmer races to beat the clock in the freestyle swim against the University of Indianapolis.

;

GVL / Lindsey Waggoner

A swimmer from the GVSU women's team competes in the breaststroke at a previous meet.

Throwers in constant battle for school records'
This is the third part in a series spotlighting different events in which the GVSU track and field team competes.
on the GVSU football team,
has made a quick adjustment,
GVL Staff Writer
The recent success of the Young said.
“Matt (Armstrong) has
Grand Valley State University
started
to mature a little bit
indoor track and field team’s
and
understand
how to throw
throwers can literally be
placed on the shoulders of the the 16-pound shot put,” Young
athletes, said throws coach said. “He was a very good
high school shot putter, but
Cory Young.
The young group has had he’s adjusted to that 16-pound
to learn quickly to keep up weight, gotten a little stronger
with the competition this and stayed fresh for this
season, and several individual season. He’s really starting to
accomplishments, as well as figure some things out in his
technique.”
overall
team
Young’s
success,
have
”... we would
unique
come during a
do car pushes,
training
time of relative
program ,
log carries and
inexperience for
which
the program.
stuff that kept it
consists
of
“Experience
fresh and it has
a
variety
is going to show
of methods
obviously worked.
quite a bit, with
to
keep
the more seasons
EMILY FOX
the
team
you have under
GVSU SENIOR
interested,
your belt, the
has
made
better,” Young
Armstorng’s
progress
easier.
said. “Bringing the freshmen
“I know a lot of other
together and having a few of
those upperclassmen to really throwers around the country,
mentor them has been a real and they get bored with their
lifting because it’s the same
positive experience.”
thing
over and over again,”
One
of
those
underclassmen, sophomore said senior Emily Fox. “For
Matt Armstrong, broke the us, it’s never the same lifting
school record in the elite shot routine in the weight room.
put with his toss of 57 feet Back in the fall when we had
5 3/4 inches at the Findlay conditioning, we would do
Open on Friday. Armstrong, car pushes, log carries and
who is also the starting center stuff that kept it fresh and it
By Aaron Brandt

has obviously worked.”
Along with Fox, the
women’steam features several
other standouts such as junior
shot put record holder Lauren
Buresh and redshirt freshman
Liz Murphy, who improved
her shot put distance by
more than 5 feet this season.
Freshman Sam Lockhart has
also thrown close to Buresh’s
record,
creating
some
competition within the team.
“Sam (Lockhart), Lauren
(Buresh) and I all have a
shot at the record,” Fox said.
“I’m hoping that all three of
us will go for it because it’s
good to have that inner-team
competition going on.”
On the men’s side,
Armstrong leads the squad
that features freshman Donny
Stiffler, sophomore Aaron
Clark and junior Ian Evans,
each of whom have placed
this season.
The team plans to utilize
all of its talent at the GLIAC
Championships, as well as
the final meet of the season,
the NCAA Division II
Championships.
“We have to battle at
conference and take away
some points from Ashland
University because they are
pretty strong in the throws,”
Stiffler said. “At nationals,
Armstrong and Buresh expect

to score, and for all the rest
of us it will be a learning
experience and hopefully
we can get into the mix of
things.”
No matter what outcome
the end of the season brings,

Young said he is pleased with
the dedication of his athletes.
“One of the big things with
the throws is if you don’t buy
into the program or you don’t
trust what we are doing, then
things aren’t going to come

along for you,” he said. “I’m
very fortunate to have some,
good athletes and I’ve been
very fortunate to have some
kids that want to work hard*
and get better.”
abrandt® lanthorn .coni *

GVL / Andrew Mill£

Freshman Samantha Lockhart sets up to throw shot put in the Laker Early Bird meet. She is one of
three women within the GVSU squad hoping to break the school record this season.

•
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Women's hockey team rides hot streak toward nationals!
By Greg Monahan
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photp / GVSU Women’s Hockey

Forward Lindsay Coursan skates off the bench and into the game
The women’s team boasts a 9-1-0 record in Its last 10 games
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There’s a saying in sports
- to win a championship,
teams have to get hot at the
right time. Boasting a 9-1-0
record in its last 10 games
and outscoring opponents 6812 in those games, the Grand
Valley
State
University
women's hockey team is
absolutely on fire.
After starting the season
with a 7-6-0 record, the
Lakers, who welcomed six
new players to their team this
season, struggled to play as a
unit. Since then, the team has
come together and the scores
on the ice have reflected their
play as a team.
“(Our success) has come
from how we interact with
each other,” said freshman
forward Shelby Kucharski.
“We’re all friends and all of
us get along, and the team
has really bonded. I think our
friendships have been built
up since the start and we trust
each other more on the ice, so
we’ve really come together

and started to mold together tournament for the second
straight year in just their
and play together as a team.”
Having lost just one game third year as a program.
since the turn of the decade, Junior forward Lynn Locchli
GVSU head coach Cory said for the team to succeed
Whitaker said the team’s in the American College
success has come from Hockey Association national
playing together and playing tournament, it will need to
continue its current run of
a system.
“In the last month or two, solid play.
“I
don’t
we’ve played
“They've worked
know if there’s
great hockey,”
anything
to
Whitaker said.
their tails off all
fix. it’s more
“The game is a
season, and they've of keeping up
pretty simple
earned everything
everything
game
when
we’ve
been
everybody
that's been given
doing,"
she
is
on
the
to them.”
said. “It’s key
same
page
CORY WHITAKER
for all of us
and
going
GVSU HEAD COACH
to keep on
in the same
working hard
direction.
and
doing
The
girls
have taken what the coaches what we’re supposed to do
taught and worked on their both off the ice and on, and
first semester and really we'll be in great shape to
implemented our system have a successful last month
of the season.”
almost to perfection.”
When the tournament starts
With two regular season
games
remaining,
the in early March, Whitaker said
fourth-ranked Lakers are in one of his biggest concerns
position to make the national will be keeping the players’

emotions in check in wha^
may be the biggest garnet,
some of the women have ever
played.
“If we don’t look at it
as such a big stage and get
overwhelmed with that, then
take a step back and focus
on winning every shift, we'll
be OK,” he said. “If we're
able to focus on the smaller
picture and we’re able to
do it to our potential, then I
think the big picture of being
able to compete for a national
championship is right in
front of these girls. They’ve
worked their tails off all
season, and they've earned
everything that’s been given
to them.”
The Lakers are off until
next weekend when they will
play their final two regular
season games against th<*
University of Michigan at
GVSU’s home nnk, Walkes
Ice and Fitness Centen
Faceoff on Feb. 19 will be a^
9 p.m., followed by a 1 p.m;
matinee the following day. J
xrnonahan @ lanthorn £oni
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j'lnto the Woods' wildly impressive
l Opera score brings to life mixture of Grimms’ fairytales, Disney films
Coty
Levandoski
QVL Columnist

If Sundays are supposed
to be days of rest for most
stage productions — otYdays •
in which the limelight or
hustle and bustle of a Friday
or Saturday night showing are
absent — it would appear the
entire production of Grand
Valley State University Opera
Theatre’s “Into the Woods”
didn’t get the memo.
The performance of the
actors and actresses, the
backbone of any play, were
sound in every respect.
Rapport, comedic delivery,
tone and pitch of musical
numbers — every aspect of
“Into the Woods” was right on
the mark.
The playful banter between
the Baker and his wife, played
by Matthew Kahl and Kalli
Siringas, was never forced
or stale but rather lively and
genuine, rivaled only by the
exchanges between princes
David Robinson and Justin
Kilduff. Both duos delivered
flawless duets.
Professor Benjamin Cole
w ith his turn as the Narrator
and the great Lynnae Meyers
in the role of Cinderella
both shined far and above
satisfactory expectations as
well. Cole’s experience and
prowess came through while
Meyers’ natural talent speaks
for itself.
The set design could
probably be tom down and
sold as soon as the run of “Into
the Woods” finishes. Emmy
Award winner Jeffery Murphy

created another realm entirely
with his backdrop and scenic
work; his contributions as an
artist no doubt aided the actors
greatly in achieving the level
of professionalism each and
every one of them attained.
Jill Dole Hamilton’s
work as costume designer
also deserves recognition, as
Cinderella’s Mother and Little
Red Riding Hood’s Wolf were
both reminiscent of a marriage
between the Broadway
production of “The Lion King”
and anything Guillermo del
Toro created.
As an Opera Theatre
production, the accompanying
music should be an ever
present additional cast
member.
“Into the Woods” was no
exception. The entire orchestra
was sweeping and grand
but never once bordered on
grandiosity. Never was this
more evident than durin

Gregory Papas’ solo in Act
I, where the piece glides
between a Disney movie
and a Hans Zimmer score.
Every orchestral cue, from
the placement of the magical
beans into Jack’s hand or
his milking of his pet cow’s
udders, made it more and
more apparent just how vital
they were to the success of the
opera.
The immersive world of
sight, sound and performance
created by Karen Babcock was
cracked only by a few minor
contrivances.
Rat screen TVs found at
the back of the auditorium on
either side distracted some of
the actors as they aimed to
sync their notes with specific
portions of the score, and a
few loose microphones gave
feedback, which snapped
the audience back to reality
after being engulfed into an

A perfect mixture of
authentic Grimms fairytales
and the more wholesome
Disney films we grew up on
as children, “Into the Woods”
fires on every cylinder, each
and every solitary one. The
young girls who sat in front
of me, singing and dancing
as the storybook unfolded
before their very eyes, can
surely attest to that, as could
President Thomas J. Haas
and his wife, who were also
in attendance on this Sunday
afternoon performance.
My only real, honest and
notable complaint was the
show ran a little more than a
half hour past the scheduled
end time of 4:30 p.m. on the
most important Sunday of the
year.
Luckily, the Superbowl
party I attended was only a
hop, skip and a jump into the
Mystic Woods.
clevandoski @ lanthorn roni

GVl / James Brien

The cast of “Into the Woods" performed the opera last weekend and will continue productions this
Friday through Sunday. Tickets are available for $6 to $14 at the Louis Armstrong Box Office.

'GoFers writing' team aims for June shoot date
Script for Grand Rapids sitcom undergoes polishing, filming set for June 14
“He took the idea
from
Harvard and
GVL Staff Writer
brought it back here,”
With the recent rise in Hollywood-style Boring said. “He went
productions creating roots in the greater
to Seidman Business
Grand Rapids area, it was only a matter of School, and they were
time until a sitcom would spring from the
excited. The idea was
area.
for a chai r to get created,
“GoFers” is that very sitcom.
but in the ultimate in
“GoFers” is an original sitcom currently
absurd, he decided to Boring
produced by the Center for Emerging
go with a sitcom.”
Enterprises, which was created by furniture
Work on “GoFers”
mogul Bob Israels. The show follows a
began last semester, featuring 70 students
man who owns a delivery service in Grand
from schools all across the area, including
Rapids, and some of the situations he and
Hope and Calvin colleges.
his employees encounter.
“I got involved through
“The story of this sitcom
“As of this second,
Frank Boring,” said student
actually has a history far
and writing team member
we just have
deeper than just the sitcom
Alexandra Butkovich. “I
polishing to do.
itself,” said Grand Valley
took a comedy writing
State University professor
(The script) is about class with him, and now I
Frank Boring, who heads
am working with a team of
30 or 40 pages too
up the sitcom's writing
student writers, along with
long ... *
team. “Israels was a part of
Boring, on the script for
a special group at Harvard
DENNY CUSON
the pilot episode.”
Business School, where he
'GOFERS’ PRODUCER
The group also gets
decided ... instead of relying
assistance from seasoned
on a group of professionals, he would hand
writer. Emmy-winner Tom Caltabiano,
over the reins of creating and producing a
the co-executive producer of “Everybody
new product to students.”
Loves Raymond.”
What resulted was a pen that doubled
“This experience is really unlike
as a highlighter. The product was sold for
anything that any other school will give its
$2 million, with each dollar going back to
students,” Boring said. “They get to work
Harvard Business.
with fantastic talent and get to say that they
By Josh Brunsting

have helped on a sitcom
that may get picked up
for television. It's more
of an apprenticeship
than an internship.
Truly a one-of-a-kind
experience.”
The script for the
sitcom’s pilot episode is
almost complete.
“As of this second, Caltabiano
we just have polishing
to do,” said producer Denny Cuson. “It’s
about 30 or 40 pages too long, and we need
to cut it down and add more jokes. From
there, it’s casting, music, set design — all for
a shoot date that we have set as June 14.”
So as their school year goes and midterms
and finals pass, this group of students will
have something far more influential and
important: real world experience.
“I’ve learned a lot from this writers group
already,” Butkovich said. “The dynamic of
having three writers who already worked on
the project for a semester, and then bringing
in new people to the writing process, myself
included, has been really interesting. It’s
been fun to be able to come to the table with
new ideas and bring new perspective to the
characters and the script. We all learned so
much from Tom Caltabiano. I’m honestly
just so excited to be a part of this team of
writers.”
jhrunsting @ lanthorn jcom
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'Sylvia'' is the dinner production at AP Theatre in Holland.

Valentine's Day
production sparks
different kind of romance
Parker.
For
the
Culps’
production,
Holland“Sylvia” is a dinner native Amanda Dekkertheater production that Friday was thrilled to
offers a different kind of play the challenging part
love story, just in time for written for Parker, backing
Valentine’s Day.
her role with 15 years of
The
production
is theater experience.
presented by AP Theatre,
“Sylvia not only talks,
co-owned by husband- but she walks upright like
and-wife team Michael a person,” Dekker-Friday
and Sue Ann Culp. The AP said. “It’s a challenge to
Theatre has put on dinner keep the mindset of a dog
theatre shows for more while walking around on
than four years, producing two feet.
It’s different
about 14 shows to date.
from any role I’ve played
“The story is a comedy thus far and that’s part of
about a man in his mid-life what makes it great for me
crisis who brings home a personally. I don’t get the
stray dog, and the effect opportunity to play the
that has on his marriage,” ‘bad guy’ all that often,
Sue
Ann
so it’s nice
Culp said.
to
allow
“... the story is
“It’s really
myself
to
funny, it's bizarre,
quite
go
there
cute
and
it's touching, and
in
scenes
unique.”
with
Sylvia
it's real.”
Though
and
Kate.
Culp
is
Playing
By Nicolle Martin
GVL Staff Writer

usually
a dog is
on
stage,
FRIDAY
actually
for
this
ROLE OF SYLVIA
harder than
production
you would
she took on
think.”
many other
Other
roles: the assistant director cast members include
to Michael, while working Karen Kinne as Greg’s
on design, costumes and wife, Kate, and Travis
publicity. When Michael Knoll who will play three
Culp is not busy as a roles: Tom, Phyllis and
lawyer by day, he not only Leslie.
directs the production
The show begins Friday,
but will star as Greg, the with doors opening at 6:30
husband in “Sylvia.”
p.m. The dinner price runs
“We’re making this a at $30. but show-only
one-stop shop - a really tickets are available for
easy evening for the people $18. Culp said Valentine’s
who are looking for a good Day weekend tickets are
date night,” Michael Culp going fast.
said. “Especially around
“It’s a love story, but
Valentine’s Day, we think a different kind of love
this is a really easy way story,”
Dekker-Friday
to go about celebrating said. “It definitely teaches
it - there’s a cash bar, a about the different kinds
buffet-style meal, desserts of love and how they all
are available, and then the intertwine into one. I
show will start and you think students should see
won’t even have to move this show because it’s
from your seat. In a way, different from your typical
the evening’s pretty much night of theatre - the story
made for guys: just buy is funny, it’s bizarre, it’s
one ticket and you’re good touching, and it’s real.”
to go.”
For tickets, show times,
“Sylvia” was originally the complete menu for the
written by playwright four-course meal and other
A.R. Gurney with the information, visit the AP
main role of the stray dog Theatre’s site, http://www.
intended for “Sex and the aptheatrical.com.
City” alum Sarah Jessica
nmartin @ lanthorn .com
AMANDA DEKKER-

‘Pure jazz spirit’ to perform locally
Tierney Sutton Rand
to open St. Cecilia s
concert season
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

A vocalist referred to as “a pure
jazz spirit” by The New York Times
will perform for the Grand Rapids
community Thursday evening.
Tierney Sutton and her band will
open the 2010 Concert Series at St.
Cecilia’s Music Center with their
jazz style, featuring not only songs
from their 2009 album “Desire” but
also some older songs.
“We’ve been together over
17 years and have done eight
See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com for weekend
diversions and "A Moment in
History" column.

albums and chose from over 150
arrangements,” Sutton said. “So
it'll depend on the day, the sound,
everyone’s mood, whether the fans
have requested anything ... and
what Cathy (Holbrook, St. Cecilia’s
executive director) wants to hear!”
The Tierney Sutton Band is
comprised of vocalist Sutton, pianist
Christian Jacob, bassist Trey Henry,
bassist Kevin Axt and drummer Ray
Brinker.
“The collaboration with the band
is a huge inspiration for me,” Sutton
said, a 30-year believer in The
Baha’i faith. “For all the members
of the band, playing is essentially a
spiritual process.”
Sutton and her band play a lot
of jazz standards, with intricatelycreated lyrics “lifted from sacred
religious and spiritual texts that
speak to the evils of greed and
the inordinate desire for fame
and worldly goods,” according to
Sutton’s press release.

The most popular songs from
“Desire” include “It’s Only a Paper
Moon,” “My Heart Belongs to
Daddy” and “Skylark.”
“She has a wide range of music,
from ballads to upbeat jazz tunes to
pop-like songs ... she has a gorgeous
voice that will blow everyone away!”
Holbrook said.
Holbrook has wanted to bring
Sutton’s band to St. Cecilia’s for
more than three years, ever since she
first listened to Sutton’s “Something
Cool.”
Her hopes became reality, as
Sutton’s local connections helped
to schedule the vocalist. Sutton’s
cousin lives in West Michigan and
owns the restaurant Z’s, and on one
of Sutton’s family visits, the group
visited St. Cecilia’s.
“It’s a beautiful place and just
the kind of venue we love to play,”
Sutton said.
When Holbrook revealed she
had painted her living room while

listening to “Something Cool,”
Sutton said she knew she wanted to
play at St. Cecilia's.
The Tierney Sutton Band will
play at St. Cecilia’s Music Center
Thursday at 7:30 p.m., after a 6:30
p.m. hors d’oeuvre and wine social
event. The $30 and $35 tickets can
be purchased through the music
center by visiting http://www.scmconline.org or calling the box office
at (616) 459-2224.
“We’re delighted to be a part of
the series and to open it,” she said.
Holbrook was also thrilled that
after more than three years, she had
finally booked Sutton.
“She is the epitome of the type
of artist that works well in Royce
Auditorium — very intimate and
engaging in a small hall,” she said.
To learn more about Tierney
Sutton, visit her band’s Web site
at
http://www.tiemeysutton.com,
where you can preview some of her
music.

t
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Tierney Sutton will perform "Desire."
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: classified:.,^Unthorn.com

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1 -800-965-6520. ext. 226.

_______ Housing_______
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
Apartment: $600.00/mo-2
bedrm-remodled 5 rooms
laundry.
Northwest 10
blocks from GVSU campus
558 Fremont NW 616 458
1779
Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1,2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

DEPTS/
NONPROFIT

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

2 Issues min.

60c/word

55C:/word

$10.°° per week up to 25 words,

3-4 Issues

55c/word

50d:/word

Each additional word 25C

5+ Issues

50<t/word

45<J/word

Boltwood Apartments
Now Leasing. 1 and 2 bed
room. Walk ins welcome.
616 895 5875
randres@accesspmgroup.co
m

When*
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i

6

You (>o

3

dM

V'of Info/
7

3

5

Rooms for rent in large two
story house close to down
town. 5 minutes from Pew
campus. Newly remodeled.
$370/mo includes gas, elec
tric, and water/ sewer. Call
Marcie (810)610-5132

8
2

3

2

6

7

9

7

Lost & Found

4

Lost prescription glasses,
blue, Converse, rectangular
frames. Please return to Al
lendale DPS or call
586-945-7018. REWARD if
found!

6

3
8

_______ For Sale_______
25 ft. Belkin ethernet cable,
used once, originally $24.99,
asking $10.

4

9

5
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9
5

2

7
8

6

5
9
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facebook

1

www.Xantfmn.com

8
5

2
9

tatlarlco s.
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6

6

3

2

8

.

Boardwalk Subs

3

■■■■■■■■■■■■
0
jersey style subs, soup

salads

5
8

5

Standale-Walker

College students
ALWAYS receive
10% Discount,

*

» \i v

9

8

1

4

Buy One 15”Sub Combo, Get One 15” Sub FREE!
54th

5

x

Visit us on the-^WJj^web...

Kentw ood

4

3

1

4

7
1

tuy
1

LAIUE MICHIGAN DRIVE

2

even without a coupon

*

5422 S Division
Kentwood, MI 49548
616.724.2492
www. boardwalksubs. net

4154 Lake Michigan Dr.
Standale-Walker, Mi 49504
616.453.7275

9

8

1

Not vaUd with any other offers. Must present coupon. | Expires: 3.1.10

MathSuey
Ultra BergeiK
Add, subtract, multiply or divide the
8 numbers-in any order- to equal
the number m the diamond below.
Use each of the 8 numbers, only
once! (You may use parentheses
•nd/or brackets to solve the
equation. If necessary.)

email:
48west@48west.info

SiL*, #4
Ho*
(wu JUe.^
oysoAiujuk
wF aA**

or call
616.895.2400

C 2009 Dan Yowcti & Laura Bcr|«ls. Al rights reserved,
for more. .Hit MomSue, com

for mom details or to sign up your team

Answers at Lanthorn.com
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VALENTINE’S DAY

Thursday, February 11, 2010

More to Unn at Ltuoiurn.amt
Silver lining for the singles:
A history and explanation of Singles Awareness Day

You’ve got love: Advice and guidelines
for safety during online dating

Kiss and tell: Lanthorn readers share their best
and worst date stories.

V-day strategy for sports fans:
Former sports editor Matt Kuzawa explains his romantic game plan.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

* Refund the Valentine
By Lauren Fitch
GVL Managing Editor

While
the
modern
Valentine’s Day brings to
mind candy, flowers and
romantic dinners, this is not
how the holiday began. Some
have a vague idea about
honoring St. Valentine, but
the actual history of what we
celebrate on Feb. 14 comes
from a variety of sources
with some speculation about
the true origins.
In one version of the
story, Valentine was a priest
in third century Rome when
the emperor declared all men

should remain single to make
better soldiers. Valentine was
the only priest who continued
to perform marriages, in
secret, keeping romance
alive.
Others say Valentine was
the first person to send a
romantic letter to his love
during his time in prison. He
signed the love letter “Your
Valentine,” and the term
stuck.
Regardless
of
how
Valentine actually earned his
day. he is generally seen as a
symbol of love and romance.
The celebration in the middle
of February is partly to honor

the time of his death in 270
A.D. and partly as an attempt
to “Christianize” a pagan
fertility holiday around this
time that encouraged random
mating, which usually led to
marriage.
Valentine’s
Day
was
first officially celebrated in
Great Britain in the 17th
century. By the end of the
18th century, handwritten
love letters were replaced
with ready-made cards and
the Hallmark version of the
holiday recognized today
was born.
managingeditor@ lanthorn.
com

(Repairing re(ationa(rift:
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor

‘Holiday of fieterosexism

For a majority of the
population. Feb. 14 is a
day meant to symbolize
one’s love and commitment
to that special someone
who fills their life with
joy. This generally holds
true for the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender
community. Unfortunately,
our expressions of love
are often silenced by the
heterosexism
we
experience

in our day-to-day lives.
Whether it’s holding
back faim holding hands
while walking down the
street, having a dinner
together in instead of
going out on the town,
or sharing a kiss in the
shadows instead of under
a streetlight; LGBT people
are pressured by society
to restrain their romantic
expressions to the point of
invisibility. When was the
last time you saw an LGBT
couple exchanging any
affection in public? How
did you feel when you saw
it? Whether it’s direct or
perceived, the fear of being
attacked for “flaunting their
sexuality” is present in
the minds of many LGBT
individuals, even those who
would describe themselves
as fully out and comfortable
with their identity.
This Valentine’s Day,

when you’re sharing a
moment w ith your loved
one, remember those who
are too afraid to share the
same expressions with the
rest of the world and take
a moment to reaffirm your
support of your LGBT
f riends and peers. Help
reclaim Valentine’s Day
as an inclusive holiday by
making sure you use gender
neutral language, like
“partner” or “significant
other” to refer your loved
one. If you see an LGBT
couple, don’t stare ...
smile! As a university, if
we are working together
to dismantle heterosexism
bit by bit. shouldn’t we
start with the holiday that
celebrates it? Hopefully, one
day all LGBT individuals
will be able to experience
Valentine’s Day to the
same extent as their straight
peers.

On the cusp of Valentine’s
Day, relationships can be a
source of warmth, growing
similar to a garden of wild
flowers with seeds dropped
randomly into soil and cultivated
by the sun and the rain, wrapping
and twisting around each other
for support. However, with the
deadline for love approaching,
relationships can often feed
feelings of panic.
Brian Bossick, psychologist
from the Grand Valley State
University Counseling and
Career Development Center,
said he believes there are three
big relationship problems. He
offered advice on what can be
done to remedy a serious rift
between two people.
When it comes to significant
others, Bossick said he thinks
expectations and learning how
to talk about disagreements are
the most common problems a
student faces when trying to
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* Valentine's Special *
5505 Lake Michigan Dr. • Allendale, Ml 49401 • 616.895.5040

“We wash every car like it s our own!'

00 Works Wash
Regularly $10

•Soft Cloth Wash

•Reflex All Weather Protectant

•Under Carriage Flush

•Triple Coat Foaming Polish

• Rim Cleaner

•Clear Coat Protectant

•Touchless Blow Dry

•High Pressure Rinse

•Whitewall Cleaner

HE

Columnist

!to*Waslfi

Must Present Coupon | Expires 2/28/10

Grand Valley State Univer
sity would be a better place if
more males attended.
As a female student walk
ing about GVSU’s campus,
one can’t help but to notice
a giant gap, an outrageous
inequality and unfavorable
difference in the gender ratio.
I’m sure the rest of the female
student population can attest
to the almost complete lack
of men, attractive men to be
exact, on campus.
To verify this observation, I
contacted the GVSU Admis
sions office. I was informed
that, within the 20,850 under
graduate population, 41 percent
of students are male and 59
percent of students are female.
My fears were statistically
confirmed.
But why is the lack of males
on campus a cause for con
cern? Simple: it creates an epic
pmblem among females. It
goes against
the
natural
balance
of so
ciety
and
ruins
any
possibil
ity of

3970 Lak&MichigasvVr. ami
Stiwdales,MI495W 616-453-0594

psedale/ floral/
( o.

* fresh

f lowers *Carufy *Sluffcd JAnimaLs

Stop in and see our many preat speciaCs ^
Ojoen Sunday

that? Fights
seem to start
when two people aren’t
on the same page.”
His solution was good,
old-fash ioned communication
paired with abstaining from
“you” phrases, which can sound
accusatory and demanding.
Bossick also added timing can
be important when discussing
relationship issues; if discussed
in the middle of a heated fight, it
could make matters worse.
In any relationship, Bossick
stressed communication is
everything, and it is important
to be honest and open.
“I think we all experience a
ton of feelings, so how do you
put out there what you want to
say in a way that someone can
be responsive to?” Bossick said.
“Socommunication,respect and
balance. Balance is important
in a relationship way, so that
you’ve got enough time in your
relationship, but enough time to
yourself, too.”
assistantne\vs@ lanthorn .com

Campus sausage-fesC shrinks
acceptahhe dating jioof
GVL Guest

cAUeniLalj^

cultivate a college relationship.
Balance
is
important,
Bossick said. Balancing friends,
homework and relationships whether it is a new relationship
or an old one you rue try ing to
sustain - with personal time can
be a huge challenge for many.
“It does come down a lot to
expectations, as far as how much
time you expect to spend with
somebody and how accountable
do you want to be to that person
and how much freedom you
want.” Bossick said.
Bossick
also
added
relationship status was a big
stressor on many relationships,
and defining a relationship and
what it means to both parties is
important. Commitment level,
he added, may be the biggest
argument inducer of all college
relationships.
“With status, I think
commitment level is a big deal,”
Bossick said. “If two people are
partnered, how fast are they
mov ing? Are they in the same
place? How do they talk about

forming romantic relationships.
“Grand Valley seriously
has way more hot girls than
any guy could know what to
do with,” said Chad Smoyer, a
junior and proponent of the un
balanced gender ratio. “I’d hate
to be a girl on campus with that
type of competition.”
The word “competition" is
an understatement. Of the 59
percent of girls on campus, the
majority rank a six out of 10 or
better on the hotness scale.
In sharp contrast, of the 41
percent of males, most are at
the hotness level of a swamp
troll - which translates to a
four out of 10 on a good day.
While some might find swamp
trolls sexy in a drooling, smelly
kind of way, I do not share this
fondness.
This is where the real issue
arises. In society, parties of
most sorts are considered bad
when they are “sausage-fests,”
or the majority of guests are
men. Only when the gender
ratio gap is bridged does the
party become something any
one would wish to attend.
GVSU’s campus is like a
“sausage-fest” except the ma
jority of attendees are women.
No longer does one find males
stuck at a party, hovering
around one helpless female,
waiting for her to pick which
troll to accompany back to his
swamp. He has become the
minority and offset the natural
balance, making the man the
hunted and the once-coveted
female the relentless hunter.
Sure, in Greek mythol
ogy’s Amazon society, women
hunters were the norm. But
this isn’t Greece or mythology,
this is America and this is real

life. Women are supposed to
be pursued by men, not vice
versa.
This offset of the natural
balance creates staggering
problems in the realm of
dating. When a female on
GVSU’s campus is looking
to find a special someone,
her pickings are slim and her
rivals are numerous. Her man
of choice is most likely going
to be pursued by every other
vulture-like female, yearning
to sink her claws into that rare,
attractive chunk of male.
While this situation is no
doubt whole-heartedly enjoyed
by Grand Valley’s men, as they
finally have their pick over
many swooning women, it
produces strain in female-tofemale relationships. Females
aren’t used to being the hunt
ers. And when they’re turned
against each other and reduced
to hunting, it brings out the
viciousness of girl nature.
Case and point: the movie
“Mean Girls.” In the movie,
Cady Heron and Regina
George were friends until Cady
fell for Regina’s ex-boyfriend,
Aaron Samuels. When Regina
found out, she sought revenge
on Cady by taking Aaron back.
In retaliation, Cady plans to
destroy Regina.
Now what was this fight all
over? A boy. For the sake of fe
male friendships and lovers of
eye candy everywhere. Grand
Valley State University should
seek to rectify this atrocity,
this social crime and unnatural
balance. Until the gender ratio
reaches an equilibrium, who
knows what chaos these mendepraved females will cause?
editorial@ lanthorn com

to Female Ratios
Male

Female

Freshman 1388
Freshman 2069
Sophomore 1732
Sophomore 2368
Junior 1916
Junior 2760
Senior 3103
Senior 4405
Master’s 1192
Master's 2306
Doctoral 27
Doctoral 113
Male - 41 percent undergraduate
Female - 59 percent undergraduate
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Male - 34 percent graduate
Female - 66 percent graduate
t

